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now everywhere .. and constant.
My desktops and laptops are
constantly connected via
broadband, my game console,
my TEEVO and my ipod & pads
have internet connectivity, and
my cellphone is the last but
closest tether to the internet I
have. No matter where I am, at
home or on the road .. I am
always .. Online.
But is it a good thing ?
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So the second “stage” in my
“quest for progress”’ has
been about “dealing with
that connectivity and its
information overflow’ I had
found it harder and harder to
concentrate on a single task
while behind a computer. Trails
of thought or concentration
shattered by IM messages, or
the its to “just go on reddit
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where i’m going instead of
stepping into a dog turd while
twittering on my phone.
And am i “lost” without my
internets ? Do i feel like all my
gadgets are “broken” ? No, not
at all (Ok, Offline-camp should
not last too long) The one thing
that carries on just fine without
an external ip .. is the human
mind ..
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